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tradition of Isadora Duncan, Walter associates “deep
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scholar C.S. Walter explains how dance rituals

practice (32). She acknowledges the manner in which

perpetuate mystical awareness, and fulfill human

dance allows her to remain emotionally and spiritually
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drives

connected to her higher self and ideals (8). Like

consumption of dance and dance-related products.

anthropologist, legendary choreographer, and dance

Walter’s proposed womanist transmodern (6) frame of

scholar Katherine Dunham, she has the capacity to lift

reference demarginalizes dance rituals as mystical

the spiritual and emotional elements of dance from
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to

Walter accomplishes the task of defining concepts

humanity, over time” (8). Cyberity is “the place where

and validating frames of reference in six chapters.

consciousness is connected to brands and symbols,

Chapter 1 contains adequate definitions of religion

where marketing messages are conceived, received,

and spirituality, with excellent justification for using

and delivered and where the consumer buys into

mysticism as a more suitable concept relevant to

hegemonic memory structures of purchase to create
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refreshing exploration of dance and mysticism rooted

correlations between the consumption of “spiritual
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gifts” (24) and the business of spirituality. In chapter 2,

extensive discourse on dance rituals, mysticism, and

Walter discusses the circulation and consumption of

consumption will appeal to scholars of dance,

Black social dance through a womanist transmodern
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lens (43) to exemplify how dance is consumed in
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communication. The text would also be a suitable
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approaches to dance.
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cyberity and the impact of dance on the human
experience in parasocial contexts. In chapter 6, the
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author urges spiritual empowerment through direct
engagement of dance rituals that promote mystical
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awareness. She also encourages advancement of
womanist transmodern discourses relevant to dance
and consumer behavior.

Dance, Consumerism, and Spirituality will advance
scholarship

across

multiple

disciplines.

Walter’s
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